
Mr. Charles Peters, editor 
The Washington Monthly 
1611 Ctnnecticut Ave., slot 
Washington, DC 

Dear Mr. Peters, 

Harold Weisberg 
7627CM1ReceiverRd. 
Frederick, MO 21702 

In one of my dozen or so FOIA lawsuits to obtain withheld information about our 
political assassinations and their investigations,the Department of Justice told one 
of thopgjudges that I know fore about the JFK assassination and its investigations than 
anyone in the FBI. 

That was in the first lawsuit filed under the 1974 amendments to the Act. FBI men-
dacity in one of my earlier FOIA suits led to that amending of the investigatory files 
exemption, to make FBI, CIA and similar files accessible under the Act. Mkpoem Unreported 
other g 	in the Congressional Record and by the judge in a, suit I filed two years 
later is the fact that itrsits the sole Burying brother, Teddy, who saw to it that the 
legislative history is clear on this. Correction: the judge stated that the amending 
of the Act was due to me, not that Teadliiiiii7made the legislative history clear. 

Please excuse my typing. I'm 81, in seriously impaired health, limited in what I 
am able to do, and my typing cannot be any better. 

The DJ unexpected praise I use as credentials in the event you know nothing abitut 
me and my work. It was not only exceptional prise, it was perhaps thu most unique defense 
of repetitious perjury by the FBI ever made. And it was successful! Not atypically the 
judge did nothing about it other than threaten my lawyer and 	711= 11: N4  

It is because I do have this extensive knowledge of the assassinations and their in-
vestigations that several years ago, having been on borrowed time for 19 years, I decided 
to errand what time remains for me perfecting the record for our history to the degree 
possible for me. In this short time I have put on paper about a million words relating 
to the sassinations and their investigation4 mostly in the form of rough drafts of books 
and in a few lolarticles. 

The first of these books, which was accepted and could easily have appeared by the 
middle of last year, is/till stalled. L  have not be able to get any rational reason for 
it. But lac]dng an agent there is nothing I can now do about it. I had and bolt an agent 
when -1 began writing about the JFK assassination. Immediately thdreafter six or more 
refused to represent the subject and after I completed the first book on it, Whitewas1The 
Report on the Warren fenort, I got more than 100 rejections internationallyttefore I de-
cided to publish it myself) )fithout a single editorial comment and with quite a few edi-
tors predicting it would be a best-seller. It did in commercial reprint, which was en-
tirely unedited.It remains the only basic book available, yith not theorizing. Not of 
Conspiracies, although without question based on the offical fact only it proves that 
there was a conspiracy; and not of the official 14 	hology and its sycipphantic bookd, 
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both theorizing there was no conspiracy. And in all these years, I have not gotten a 

single letter or phone call from any of those of whom my writing is critical, hIndreds 

including Members of the Commission, their counsel and witnesses and innumerable FBI 

agents. In fact, one of the Members, the most conservative of them, Senator Richard B. 

Russell, had a high opinion of my work and encouraged me and it until his dying day. 

The second of the articles I enclose is titled, "Senator Russell. Dissents." I go 

into this in tha-  plime piece, as 1  hope you will take the time to see. 

The second of the books I ampleted when I was trying to perfect the record for 

history is Cage Open: The Omissions, Distortions and 	 ns  of Case Closed. 

You may recall that Case 21014 was thyLmost heavily advertised and promoted of the 
-LtL'abe Peoliw't 

JFK assassination exploitation4and commercializations. it was wri-ffarbjecTlilan I 

described as a Judenrat in referring to him as s shyster, a plagiarizer and a man who 

dannot tell the truth even by accident. To this day, seven months after qase  

aipeared, I have not had even a whisper of complaint or denial from him. 

The publishers of Case Open decided, without asking my approval, to do it on the 

cheap. TheliAinated 78-8( without asking my approval, did no editing at all, did not 

correct the errors I found and told them about, and did not place a single ad. When I 

complained about no promotional efforts they did arrange for two radio talk shows by 

phone. 

Before being aware of the literary butchery of my manuackipt,1 wrote the enclosed 

article and sent it to them thinking they might seek to place it. I later did the same 

with "Senator Russell Dissents.L I aid not even get an acknowledgement of the receipt of 

either and kno-i4 of no effort to place either. Fiat that matter I know of no copies 

sent out for review except by me. There has not been any review of which I know in any 

paper. ..a).cf:iiiirepresnting the traditional major media attitude toWFd the subject, the 

copies of the book I sent to reportters iknow and have worked with, some friends of long 

standing for whom for years T have been a source, did not even get 
*Kt  

a phone call, leave 

alone a story. 

I was able to get a student to retype my Posner piece before she graduated from 

local tiood College. She was not able to retype it and post the correctlins I made ti 

in it, [2hus the copy I eclose is the xerox of the copy I sent the publishers, -'arroll 

& Graf. I was able to get Senator Russell Dissents" retpyed. It is the retyped roagh  

draft. I did no editing so I could get more on paper, as I have and hope to be able to 

continue to do for a while longer. 

I realize how unusual this is for a writer but since finishing that piece I have 

written an ontiL.ke book and added to one mostly completed, the latter of about 200,000 

words. The shorter one is about 50,000 words. Tip content of each is entirely new. 

I intended telling you ih mentioning Hood College alma that with no quid pro quo 
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I have ddeded it the third of a million pages I got by those FOIA lawsuits, all my 

work and even my property, which is debt-free. So all my work of all kinds will be a 

permanent free public archive. Their future intention is to make it all available to 

other isititutions by imaging techniques. 

Posner's book is out in reprint and as you will see in what I'veladded to that piece 

V all he could do in ngnreeponse to Case, Open is prove what I said, that he cannot tell 

the truth even by accicnt accident. He said hot a word about a single criticism I made 

of him as indeed he cannot. 

Although if I had known he was writing a book kissing official ass it would have 

made no difference, as he acknowledges in his apotheosis of deliberate dishonesty he had 

free and unsupervised access to all my records and to our cipieir. I regard FOIA as making 

all who use it surrogates for the people and I give that same access to all writing in 

the field, knowing in advance that I'll probably disagree with what they write. 

If you find either or both of these articles of interest, fee)free to do any editing 

that does not change meaning. If tou do not, I me enclose a check that will cover their 

retby priority mail.USing our xerox is uncongenial for me. I am not permitted to 

I, sta d still and it is a simple, non-automatic machine. 
c 

14 you want to phone me (301/475-816) please do it before 5 p.m. Two of my medV1  

loxibit probl-ms have me awake quite early, wile awake, so I  must retiredrhy six. Off-beat 

as this is, perhaps it may interest you to know that this strange situation enables me 

to be more productive. Those early morning hours are never interrupted. 

Feel free, too, to ask a#y questions you may have. Hy way of background I am a former 

reportervi, investillOive reporter, Senate investigator and editor and wartime (decorated) 

intelligence zigiiiIgk-  analyst. Ndver a spook but then also an investigator and troubleshooter. 
If you know any writers not looking for Washington-angled stories the hearings I edited 

are rich in what can make fine stories about this country in the01930s. It waa known as 

the Senate Civil Liberties Uommittee. What we investigated included Bloody Harlan County, 

Kentucky ( the DJ borrowed me from the Senate for four months for a major lawsuit over 

that the next year) and the steel strikes of that era, pretty bloody. / A-ue gem4 )(4-'12  
Sirzerely, ..64,041  

Harold Weisberg 
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"A Model of Historical R-e-sareh or a Fraud Glorified?f 

By far the most widely acclaimed and influenlial book 

on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy is Gerald 

Posner's Case Closed, published by Random House last August, 

U.S. News and world Report's issue dated Allgust 30/ 

September 6, 1993, in what it described chn its cover as a 

"SPECIAL DOUBLE ISSUE", gave Posner and his book that cover and 

36 of its 100 pages. More than a third of that issue. 

The TV nets stood virtually in line to get him to appear. 

Cable, too. CNN's Crossfire practically shilled for him and his 

book- three times beginning August 3.0. But the coup belonged to 

ABC-TV's August 27 20/20. .With the CIA making it possible, it 

aired with Posner the defected KGB official, Yuri Nosenko, 

who, for a time, had its Oswald file. Nosenko then appeared in 

public for the first time in 30 years. 

Lost in the excitement if not in the media predisposition 

to ignore it was,Nosenko's authoritative allegation ghat far 

from being an assassin, Oswald could not hit the side of a barn: 

"In Minskt he was shooting rabbits with a shotgun," 

Nosenko said. "Would you believe it? He never shot a single 

rabbit. And here we see a person whe shooting with a rifle on 
• " 

a long distance and shooting three, four shoots in several seconds?" 

Marina Oswald Porter, widow of the alleged assassin, and 

their daughter June, not intending the Promotion they were used ti 

for, also were on the nets. 

There were lengthy newspaper stories pages long and all 

around the world. As syndicated it takes up three pages. It was 

used in this form as far away as outback Aust4iia, as 

it was in the Los Angeles Daily News (August 29). Almost all 

the major papers went for it big. The Washington Post was an 

exception. Almost all reveled in Posner's "solution" to the 

crime and praised him for that great national service. 

Newsday's Part 2 section of its September 16 issue gave 

Posner four pages, with his picture most of that front page. 

There and in most pictures, he is posed in the deep-thought pose, 

hand to cheek, brow forrosed, looking at the lens. 



Newsday's  Jack Sirica enthused over Posher's "re-indexing" 

of the Commission's 26 volumes. He giVes their officia4y 

estimated word count of 10,000,000 as 1,000,000. He says 

that
0
Posner also employed computer technology not available 

to the Commission." 

Flacking from the dust-jacket blurbs, Sitica got the 

historian, Stephen Ambrose, to describe Posner's book as 

"just a model of historical scholarship." Sirica's description 

of it is "fiercely researched." That is flacking, not 

journalism. 

The other news magazines-and a large number of others 

also went for it big, too,,  

The country, really much of the world, was just saturated 

with the highest of praises for Posner and his book. Often 

this was accompanied with expressions of thanks. 

With feu spectacularly few exceptions, this is the way 

it was with the reviewers, also once known as "critics." Not 

with Posner. Not on that side of the controversy. 

Although the Sunday New York Times' review was ever so 

much longer, Christopher Lehmann-Haupt's in the daily Times  

is closer to typical. 

He begins it with praise for the
0force and frgshness" 

of the book, singling out its "facts ... overlooked ... having 

to do with the biography and character pf Lee Harvey Oswald.n. 

Like Sirica and most other reporters and reviewers he, 

too, is impressed that Posner "re-indexed" all of those 26 

volumes and that he "interviewed nearly 200 people." To hthm 

the book is"brillantly illuminating." 

Getting back to that so,praiseworthy "biography" he 

reports "what a profoundly disturbed childhood Oswald had 

and what an extreme inclination for miepas violence he evinced 

as he developed. As Mr. Posner details the events before the 
• 

crime you can almost feel Oswald develop46ng into the madman 
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who could conunit suclj an act." 

This is no exaggeration. In his book and in his appearances 



Posner refers to Oswald as a born assassin who spent his brief 

life awaiting his historical moment. Posner's source for this 

is what he says was the Warren Commission testimony of a New Mite 

York City psychiatrist, Dr. Renatus Hartogs and his reporeon 

his examination of Oswald as an unhappy little boy who was 

a truant. 

With all of the icstacies in virtually all the media 

rill'i had the effect of telling all readers, listeners and viewers 

to rush out and buy this sensational book, the country was awash 

with unpaid promotions for it. 

'if But nobody checked Posner and, his book out! Not a single 

reporter and almost no reviewers. Nobody on all those TV 

shows. Not a single interviewer. No editor or producer 

seems to have had a single question about either Posner or 

his book. 

The plain and simple truth is that it is the most 

deliberately, brazenly, uninhibitedly dishonest of all the 

assassination books. In this' it has some pretty stiff 

competition, too! 

There is not a single thing in it that isi both factual 

and new. 

This includetthose so ofteri—g;W4—Loasted of200 intervieVs. 

Posher used them to circumvent the established official evidence 

that was not congenial to his concoctiOn. What is significaht 

in his book is that he cribbed! 

He is, by definition of his own publisher's unabridged 

dictionary both a plagiarist and a shyster. 

These are harsh, unpleasant words. I do not use them 

lightly. They are appropriate and they are true. This is 

what the Random House dictionary says they meant 

A shyster is "a lawyer who uses unprofessional or 

questionable methods." The second definition is, "one who 

gets along by petty, sharp practices." .In slang it is iijthe 

"sense of shady, disreputable." 
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"Plagiarism" is, the first definition, "the appropriation 

or imitation of the language, ideas and thoughts of another 

author, and representing them as one's original work." The second 

definition *4 is, "something, appropriated and presented in 

this manner." 

The verb "plagiarize" is defined, "to appropriate by 

plagiarism." The second delkon meaning is, "to appropriate 

ideas, passages, etc., from (a work) by plagiarism." The third 

- 	- 
definition is, "to commit plagiarism." 

It is in their dictionary meanings that I use these words. 

Not as msee-mere figures of speech. 

Posner did represent.the work of others as his olAtn work. 

He did engage in unprofessional and questionable methods. The 

sang sense of "shady" or "disreputable" fits what he did well. 

Even his formula for 	fame and fortune, his successful 

exploitation and commercialization of the assassination is not 

his. He took that from the House Select Committee on Assassinations 

of the late 1970s and used it as his own. It is that although 

the Warren Commission was wrong about just about everything it 

nonetheless blundered to the right conclusion.' 

Although he is selective in using and misusing Commission 

testimony he also lies about it and without that he has no 

hook at all. 

In so large 4. a book no reporter, reviewer or producer can 

check eviTUVerything but what Posner himself said was most 

important in it is an obvious beginninOpoint. In the book 

and in his appearances he said his new biography of Oswald 

0 is the most important single thing in his book. Then there 

is also what he says is the factiaOf the assassination. 

Random House's vice president and executive editor is 

Bob Loomis. He shares Posner's dedication: "To Bob Loomis, 

my editor who nurtured this project from its inception, and to 

Trisha, my wife, my partner, my life." 
'7-  

Loomis told Publishers Weekly's Robert Dahlibn of the book 

for its May 3, 1993 issue announcing the books to commemorate the 



30th assassination a
M
niversary, "At the heart of it is a 
1 

biography of Lee Harvey Oswald ..." 

Posner begins himirublography" describing  Oswald, when arrested 

for killing  Dallas policemen J.D. Tippit, as "smirking" with 

satisfaction over his "historic" achievement, killing  the 
Ne 4- s 	/4  cut 	L ke J 0 4 nej scde 1 g'16  Oacualtf iir-mirket ft.  

Presilcent - With which he-Ra-d—FICY CEniei---).PoSner's 

r-14 chapter titles are designed to make Ifszsmos case, that Oswald 

was a maniacal killer, with that potential,.all his life, and 

was a CoOmunisi (although in 'his text Posner refers to him as 
bc.0; 

an anarchist) when Oswald'had a clear record ofhaing,hating,the 

United States and the Russian Communists. Chapter titles like 

"'The Best Religion is Communism", "'Hunter of Fascists'", 

"'Our Papa Is Out Of His Mind'", "'His Mood Was Bad'", "'When 

Will All.This Fell Foolishness Come To An End?'", "'He Looks 

Like A Maniac!" 

The last words of his text are, "Lee HarVby Oswald, 

driven by his own twisted and impenetrable furies,„Was the only-' 

assassin in Dealy Plaza on November 22, 1963. To say otherwise 
N. 

is to absolve a man with b'ood on his hands, and to mock 

the Presiderthe kil'ed.." 

Posner's sole case for Oswald as this born assassin, 

aside from over-writing  the actual evidenceiis what he attributes 
rerh,;-rt to Dr. Renatus Hartogs. Hartogs is the New York City psycheiegi-&t. 

who examindOswald when he was a little boy and a truant. 

Despite Hattogs' importance in Posner's case, he devotes less.  

than two pages (12-13) to him and to what he says Hartogs gave 

as his expereepe opinion. 



That he paid such scant attention to Hartogs is wise. In 

that way he avoided telling his readers that Hattogs is one 

of those shrinks who used his women patients for free sexy.  

Free, tha,is, until a Manhattan jury awarded onelaf those women, 

Julie Roy, $350,000 in damages on March 19, 1975. (New York 

Times 3/20/75; Time 3/24/75) 

He quotes Hartogs as saying of his examination of this 

little boy, Oswald, "when I examined him I found him to have 

definitive traces of dangerousness. ... a potential for 

explosive, dangerous, assaultive acting out which is rather 

unusual in a child" with a "vivid fantasy life turning around 

omnipotence and power." (page 12) Also, allegedly, a 

"personality pattern disturbance with schizoid features and 

passive-aggressive tendencies." Posner ends this sole basis 

, I 
for his allegation, enlarged upon greatly in his public 

appearance, saying, "allitough Hartogs thought he was''quite 

clear' in emphasizing Oswald's potential for violence by 'the 

diagnosis of passive-aggressive,' he did not explicitly state ti 

that since that would have mandated institutionalization." 

"Instead," Posner writes, "he recommended that Oswald be 

placed on probation so long as he was under guidance, preferably 

from a psychiatrist,* which never happened. (page 13) 

FoVall of this, much of which doeS pp not appear there, 

Posner has four citations to Hartogs' Warren Commission 

testimony in its Volume 8, pages 217, 220 and 223, and to 

his report on Oswald that Posner cites only to Volume 20. It has 
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816 pages. nat. he does not give the page numbers (89-90), 

indicates he maknot have been citing it from the,  study of 

it. However, from the testimony, reading it was required*by 

simple honesty. Throughout the book there are indications . 

that Posner did not even have those 26 volumes. What he refers 

to as his "index" of them may be only his notes. 

Oswald's alleged potential for violence interested the 

Commission and its counsel, Wesley Liebeler, questioned 

Hartogs about it. That is on one p7:tryficer4got cite, 

page 221. He cites both.sides of this pageprIll of Hartogs' 

testimony >a,,,s
A4  

 of only 10 pages. 

Posner has no end note on Hartogs' alleged belief that 

Oswald should have been institutionalized for his alleged 

psychiatric problems, a formulation typical of the skilled 

shyster in Posner. Instead he has a footnote1  But it also 

gives no source. Instead he uses that lengthy footnote for 

criticism of Sylvia Meagher, author of the,* brilliant Accessories  

After the Fact, and of me. Posner cites no source because 

contrary to his writing, there is no such source. All of this 

is Posner as Hartogs, the amateur shrinks and his personal 

mindreading. 

Posner knew the truth. It is not that he just made tbis:up. 

He made it up knowing that it is false from what he criticizes 

of Meagher and from his knowledge of Hai-togs' actual testimony. 

This is what 	that footnote quotes of Meagher: "there is, 

then, no basis in any of the available MediCal or psychiatric 

histories for allegations that Oswald was psychotic, aberrant, 
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or mentally unsound in any way.? degree." 

Posner then says, fkeagher's conclusion is contradicted 

not only by Hartogs but also by two Soviet psychiatrists +!.  

who evaluated St Oswald after his failed suicide attempt." 

Those two Russian psychiatrists were so much of the 

opposite opinion they turned Oswald loose, without any restraints 

of any kind and with no requirement that he get psychiatric 

care. 

Hartogs' testimony provs Posner to be a liar.., Posner 

cv 

did not by accident make,a mistake.. He isAdeliberate•liar 

who lies in his book because without this lying Posner would 

have no book. The proof that Posner lied is on the page of 

Hartogs' testimony he skipped in his sourcing, the one page 
--_____ 

of the that testimony that is definitive without any question 

at all. 
rria.rfol roult.u/ 4/4.1-11y% 

Here iShOW-V:eE;eier gef began that questioning, "It 

would not appear from this report that you found any indication 

in the character of Lee Oswald at that time that would indicate 

this possible violent outburst, is there?" 

This report is Hartogs' report on his examination of 

Oswald as the little boy truant. The report the page refernces 

to which Posner did not -or could not- cite. 

Hartogs' response was a bit evasive: 

"It I didn't mention it in the report, I,  wouldn't recall 

it now." 
dr/ 

This left open the possibility that he reached` that conclusion 

and hatnot included it in his report. So, Liebeler asked 

this followup question: 	 .• 

"If you have found it, you would have mentioned it in the 
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report?" 

Hartogs then testified, "I would have mentioned it; yes." 

'(page 221) 

It is not 'only that Posner presents himself as the expert 

on the Commission's evidence and the man who had to index those 

26 volumes because he found Meagher's, the only index, 

inadequate and thus by his own boasting had to be aware of 

what Hartogs actually testified. Meagher, in the very 

paragraph from which he quotes (on her page 244), referring to 

Hartogs' own report, wrote it 
(0.s 	k. 

"... does not justify the inference that he wasunbalanced 

or deranged. Irresponsible statements purportedly based on the 

Youth House (Hartogs') report were published and given great 

prominence in the period after the assassination. They created 

an exaggerated or erroneous impression, as the Report acknowledges 

(wq 379)" 

Posner is the Commission scholar and its indexer, remember. 

He says so himself often enough,.. He is, after all, as the eminent 

historian Stephen Ambrose told the un estioning Newsday 

reporter Jack Sirica, the author of that "model of historical 

Sari;/ f:fli 
researc 	So from his own model scholarship and from his 

claimed indexing and from Meagher's book, Posner knew very well 

what the Report states where Meagher cited its 

"Contrary to reports that appeared after the assassination, 

the psychiatric examination did not indicate that Lee Oswald 

was a potential assassin, potentially dangerous, and that 'his 

outlook on life had strongly paranoid Overtones' or that he  

should be institutionalized." (page 379, emphasis added) 
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Posner's lie could not be more.knowing, more deliberate, 

more calculated or more basic to his book whose very "heart" 

it is, according to Random House's Bob Loomis, its vice • 

president and executive editor who was also Pesner's editor. 
1. 

And Posner was, by his own boasting, familiar with, these 

three separate sources that told him theltruth. 

But if he told the truth he had no book. 

So, he had his book. 

With Posner's vehempnce in hi's never-ending claim on 

TV that his biography of Oswald is tle book's most important 

part and his repetition of his knowingly false interpretation 

of what Hartogs actually testified to, this is one easily checked 

matter that should have called.for checking by any honest, 

responsible reporter, reviewer, or producer. 

But not a single one did that. They plugged the lying 

book instead, almost all of them. 

Another easily checked matter is Posner's also oft- 
4 ,*  

repeated claim that he had to "re-index" the Commission's 

volumes. He could not use Magher's, the only one, he said. ` 

Dared not is more likely, given a what it reflects above! But 

neither Sirica nor the young army of others who without any 

checking at all puffed his book up asked himself the very obvious 

questions: How long does it take to read and index 26 volumes 

or about 10,000,000 words? Did Posner have the time when all his 

"research" effort was only about a year? It is an obvious 

impossibility, as each and every reporter and producer and any 

reviewer who spoke to Posner or read any of his unending 

boastings about having had to make his alleged index to all those 
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10,000,0004hould haveiknown.  

But even the Times' experienced reviewer, Lehmann-Ha pt, 

who boasted Posner's impossible boast for him in urging all 

to just rush out and buy this greatest as= of assassination 

books, seems not to have perceived the absolute impossibility 

of Posner's having indexed those 10,000,000 words. 

Certainly from what I've seen in inumerable news stories, 

reviews and TV transcripts, nobody ever asked Posner this question, 

did he really do that, or asked torsee all those indexing cards. 

According to both Posner and Loomis the other important part 

of this book is the "new" assassination information Posner 

obtained "from computer and laser enhancements of the eyewitness 
d. 

Zapruder films," Loomis' statement to Publishers Weekly's Dahltn. 

In'one form or another Posner always said this, adding tar 

that those techniques were not available to the Commission, 

not yet having been invented. 

This alleged "new" information has two parts, each stolen, 

by Posner. 

The first he stole from a boy! He disguises that in his 

book with tricky endnotes. 

Because Posner and his publisher both say this is basic in 

the book that he gave it less than a page of spate in all may 

seem cursory but it actually is safety that dictated this 

seeming brevity. 

Posner's theory- and it is a theory, no matter how often 

he condemn theorizing by otip
)V  

rs, by even those who do not 

theorize- is that instead of the second of the only three shots 

the official accounts admits to missing the limousine, he 
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says it was the first that missed. How does he know it? 

From "NegZapruder enhancements." They show "a young girl in a 

red skirt and white top who-was running along the left site of 

the President's car, down Elm Street, begin turning to her 

right. By frame 187, less than 1.5 seconds later, the enhancement 

clearly shows she had stopped, twisted completely away from the 

motorcade, and was staring back at the School Book Depository. 

That girl was ten-year-o,l.d Rosemary Willis. Some believe the 

girl's reaction was becadse her father, Phil Willis, standing 

only 10 feet away, told her to stop and come back toward him." 

(page 321) At this point Posner has his endnote 17 for this 

chapter. 

His source on this is his "interview with Jim Moore, 

March 9, 1992." (page 559) /41-'116"144  `d)4inY2/1412VF54  

What Posner sources here is the mythology from that famed 

mythologizer and assassination nut Jim Moore..., old him, that Phil' 

Willis called to his daughter to turn back. 

Posner's next sentence reads, "HoWever, when Rosemary 

Willis was asked why she stopped running with the President's car, 

she said, 'I stopped when I heard a shot'." Here Posner has endnote 

18. It reads, in full, "David Lui, 'The Little Girl Must Have 

Heard.' The Dallas Times-Hera 	June June 3, 1979, H-3." 

This story is cited as Posner's source ohlonly that Rosemary 

stopped When she heard a shot, nothing else. Next, Posner says 

nothing omitted in this direct quotation from a single paragraph, 

"The Zaprider film is the visual confirmation that provides • 

the timing. 'In that split second I thought it was a firecracker. 
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But maybe within one tenth of a second . I knew it was a gunshot. 

... (in original) I think I probably turned to look toward 

the noise, toward the Book 0Depositoryi." 

For this Posner had his next end note, 19; "Rosemary Willis 

interview with Marcia ith-Durk, 1979." Besides this being a 

source impossible to locate or check, it is limited to Roemary 

Willis's saying that wheryshe heard the shot she turned. 

T4S, it seems as Posner intended to have it believed, that 

i, 
none of his sources relates to thoge "Zapruder en

A  
4ancements"019A-s 

Za r wrier e4,640ce 11/44Ax /  

sewrGe-Zo-wh7ieb- he has no end nc5t-d-giVin4hiiSOUrCer-hus 

,ay 
presents it as his very ooh work. 

In fact he stole it from David Lui, from when Lui was a 

boy, 15 years old, living in the Los Angeles area. 

Lui's story was not in the since-defunct Dallas Times-Herald,  

alone. It did not originate there. It was syndicated nationally 

by the Los Angeles Times. My file holds copies of this 

synlcated story from the June 6, 1979 San Fancisco Jig Chronicle, 

the also-defunct Washington Star of that July 3 and a much fonger 

version from the Boston Globe of July 1. Lui was then a geshman 
4 

at Brown University, in Providence, Rhode Island, not far from 

Boston. The Globe gave it big play, about a full-sized 

newspaper page...41 4'1C,  

So, it turns out that Posner had a good reason for this to4c/ry 

source noting, for not giving any source for his fabulous 

"Zapruder enhancements." It was, in fact, Posner's own 

"enhancement" of what he cribbed from what this boy says he saw,, 

with his unaided eye, when he made one of his many examinations 
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of a rather poor copy of that film, all of which then were made 
4 

from a poor pirated copy of it: 

This is how Lui's story begins'  

sat watching the silent Zapruder 
film for what must have been the 
50th time that night. Suddenly, 
this time, I saw something that 

' 	startled me: a young girl, running 7.• 
to keep pace with the presidential' 
limousine, stopped abruptly and turned 
toward the Texas School Book Depository 
L- too early in the film — before any snots 
were supposed to hare been fired. 

I turned the film hack to make sure 
that what I thought I had seen was not a 
prodpct of my own fatigue, but there it 
was again. 

Many assassination investigators have 
said that the killing was a conspiracy — 
not because of the existence of a second 
gun, other bullets or witnesses who saw a 
second assassin, but because the shots 
were fired too close together, too quickly 
for that particular gun's mechanism to 

• 
Mire twice. 

But if the first shot had been fired ear- 
• liar than they thought, that would have 
• left enough time for one assassin to have 
fired all the shots. 

I rolled the film again so I could take a 
closer look at the girl. She was about 10, 
wore a red skirt and a white top, and was 
Caucasian. 

I knew that there were many possibili-
ties why a 10-year-old might stop run-
ning: maybe her parents called her back, 
she might simply have become tired. but 
just possibly she stopped running in rear-
non to a rifle shot. 

I believed the theory that the Presi-
dent had been the victim of more than one 
assassin. The most common reason for 
concluding that Lee Harvey Oswald had 
not been the sole assassin in the plaza 
fea.: 	was some simple arithmetic ap- 
plied to the Zapruder film. 

i knew from my reading that Oswald's 
gun could fire only one bullet every 2.3 
seconds. The FBI calculated that H.:: /1". 
frames of movie film passed through 
Zapruder's Bell and Howell camera every 
second. If the Zapruder film revealed a 
that striking the car or its occupantsMore 
frequently than once every 42 frames 12.3 
seconds multiplied by ttii camera's 18.3 
frames per second) the assassination of 
the President must have been a codspira- ' 
cy, since Oswald's gun could not have 
fired fast enough to do the job alone. 



Lui then goes into his timing of when Tem
X  
as Governor 

John B. Connally, another assassination victim who lived until 

7 
I993,was shot. This, too, appears as Posner's work in Posner's 

book. 

4_ 
So also does the little boy Lui's conclusion, without which 

on that basis alone Posner and Random House still again have 

no book: 

"This being the case, I subtracted the frame in which 

President Kennedy was shot from the frame in which Governor 

Connally was hit and found that 28 frames at most elapsed 

between the two shots (238-210=28). This was not enough time for 

Oswald's gun to be the sole firing weapon." 

As,it happens, Lui was not- the first to report a shot 

earlier than the Commission and the FBI admit any shot was fired. 

4/ 
But he is Posner's source, not any fantastic bnOancement of 

no given source. 

Abraham Zapruder himself saw it through his camera lens 

and I reported Zapruder's observation in my first book, Whitewash;  

The Report on the Warren Report.(page 47) It was finished mid-

February, 1965. It was first published that August. 

That Zapruder also heard and felt a bullet passing him 

from •the Grassy Knoll that is so infamous to Posner was kept from 

his Commission testimony but the Secret Service reported that in 

a barely legible note as filed in the National Archives, where 

I found it. I published that in Photographic Whitewash, which 

appeared the end of June, 1967, on page 138. 

15 



Zapruder's instant reaction was that the sh
ots came from 

Ss 
behind him, from farther back on that Gra

y Knoll of which 

the concrete structure on wdich:he was stan
ding taking his 

pictures was part. For all their efforts o
ver the months 

4 

prior Lo his June 22, 1964 testimony, thcbse
 Dallas Morning News 

photographer Tom Dillard, who also took imp
ortant pictuies 

referred to akthe federales,* never comple
tely talked 

471t14 
Zapruder out of th.ebelief.. 

Despite the great importance of his film in
 the investigation, 

despite the Commission's uses of it that un
der normal procedures 

required him to testify, to identify it, or
iginally, the 

Commission did not plan to call him to tes
tify at all. That 

Sec re-1 -Ter l!f±zipilt 
handlettered(Hax Phillips memo was enough t

o tell them they did 

not want to hear what he would say because 
it is that destructive 

to the preconception of the lone-nut assass
in with which the 

Commission began its work. (See Post Morte
m, Introduction, 

pp lff) The Commission has planned to file
 its report in June. 

Zapruder was not deposed, with no member of
 the Commission present, 

until late the next month. (7H569f1) 

On one page, 572, he testified that the sho
ts came from behind 

him four times, only to have Commission Cou
nsel Wesley Liebeler 

say, "But you didn't form any opinion at th
at time as to what 

direCtion the shots did come from actually?
" 

Zapruder's simple reply was the,one word,
 "No." 

This Liebeledasked /mad with the Phillips n
ote in hand, his 

note of the very day of the assassination i
n which he quotes 

Zapruder as & saying that the shots came fr
om behind him. 

16. 
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(Posner, by the way, has both books. He refers to the 

first several times in his book in contrived and baseless 

criticism of me„. He read it.) 

So it is clear that the first part of the second most 

important "new" information in Posner's book is there by 

literary theivery hidden with shyster-like cleverness. 

The rest of that second part was the work of Failure 

fa"  Analysis Associates FAA) that still ea again, Posner goes to 

great and careful trouble to present as his own work, or as 

work done for him. That work was done for the Americas Bar: 

Association's (ABA) 1992 San Francisco convention. It was 

intended to demonstrate to lawyers how they could use modern 

technology that was unknown to-most of them. BUt this you will 

not find in Posner's book. Not a word, not le even the most obscure 

hint eg- of it. It is with studied purposefulness written as 
* 

work done for him. 

Failure Analysis is part of a larger corpOrate structure 

that has for years used these technologies for its expert testimony 
• 

in lawsuits involving major accidents of various kinds. 

Posner's thoroughly professional dishonesty is not limited 

to presenting Failure Analysis' work as his own, as for him, 

which puts it within his own publisher's definition of literary 

thievery. He hid from his reader and from all of the interviews 

and TV appearances of which I have records or knowledge that there 

was a mock trial; that the prosecution was of Oswald; that the 

defense side had only to create "-reasonable doubt" about the 

prosecution case and did not have to exculpate Oswald; 
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that therefore none of those impresiive technologies had to be 

used by the defense and none were;'that there was a jury; and 

that what Posner presents as the unquestioned and unquestionable 

truth in fact the jury held was not that at all. It split 

almost dOwn the middle, hanging. And thus Oswald was found to 

be not guilty whereas Posner's version is that what he took from 

Failure Analysis' work was the unimpeachable, established fact 

and truthjp1.01(.1144t°44/114/1'11/14 V4A' 

Posner did know the truth. But the truth meant he would 

have had no book. So, once again, truth was again the victim of 

Posner's yen for fame and fortune.. 

We have seen that Newsday's Jack Sirica wrote that this work 

/11  
was for Posner. Most of those who wrote about this el-17 'that in 

one way' or another. Famed Lehmann-Haupt, too, although less 

explicitly, saying, "He availed himself of new scientific 

# 
and computer enhancement of important evidence, yaps 

pertinently of the film of the Kennedy motorcade taken by ••• 

Abraham Zaprudr." 

Most completely hoodwinked was the prestigious Philadelphia 

Inquirer. That paper, which earned many Pulitzer prizes for 
0(13/ 

its outstanding journalism, concluded its September 7,editorial, 
"The Magic Bullet," with these words: 

"Posner commissioned a firm that specializes in computer 

reconstructions for use in litigation to conduct elaborate tests. 

It confirmed the theory. 'For those seeking the truth about; 

the assassination the facts...(imoriginal) are incontrovertible,' 

writes Posner." 
•• 

Those seeking the truth about the assassination cannot get 
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it from either Posner or from the Failure Analysis "prosecution" 

case in its sales s demonstration to the ABA convention. It did 

not have to be truthful in its demonstration, which was to 

demonstnate the possibilities of this. modern technology, 

and it was not truthful og or factual in that work. It stated 

impossibilities as actualities. It was ignorant of the . 

officially .w established fact. 	It misrepresented-ZZa-the 

Commission's testimony and the actual, official-evidence 

photographs of the crime scene. It, like Posner, ignored all 

the official evidence that was or tended to be exculpatory, of 

which its "prosecution" team had to know. And the climaxing 

proof that it is not the truth about the assassination is that 

when the other side made no such uses of that technology at 

all and content itself with merely disproving the "prosecution" 

caFe , those fine technologies, five of the 12 jurors agreed with 

it and said thereby that what to Posner was "the incontrovertible" 

truth was not the truth at all. 

Without any question at all, the..existing and official , 

evidence, of which Posner did know, proved that what Failure 

Analysis prepared and presented was not the truth, and as it and 

Posner used it, was inifact false. 

I go into this in greater detail in the more than 200,000- 

word manuscript I prepared for the record for history of Posner 

and his brazen commercialization and exploitation of the 

assassination. This is in much less detail but still, I belielle, 

overwelmingly, in about a fourth of that manuscript 
p uhlexlie 

wri-te-this---is-being-prepared-fer—pub.tization as Case Open  by 

111..4:an 144.1- 
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Richard Gallen/Carroll & Graf. 

To quote myself, Posner has trouble telling the - truth even 

by accident!  

Of all the many stories and reviews I have been sent from 

the lengLh and bredth of this x country and of what TV did with 

Posner and his mistitled book, only two raised any real question 

about Posner's dishonesty in presenting Failure Analysis' work 

d-eb  
as/for him. 

Aside from her lengthy review of the book, the 5,  San 

• 

Francisco Chronicle's chief book reviewer, Patricia Holt, wrote 

a Eig9t7 "Between the Lines" column for the September 5 issue. 

Without saying the obvious, that Posner cribbed Failure 

Analysis' work in presenting it as done for him, she suggests its 

"But take thacase of Failure Analysis Associates, the Menlo 

Park firm that used computer enhancements to'reconstruct the JFK 

assassination for a 1992 study. Posner refers to that study 

repeatedly but does not explain that Failure Analysis was 

commissioned by the American Bar Association to create its 

reconstruction for the ABA's mo4 trial of Lee Harvey Oswald 

in San Francisco last year. The trial ended with a hung jury." 
vr 

Its chief tOalctive officer, Roger McCarthy (who testified 

for the defense at the mock trial) offered what host Ban 

Banmuller called 'a startling conclusion' ... a comPle I ling 

argument that Lee Harvey Oswald did not act alone. .50-

According to McCarthy 'the gunman gave up some awfully good shots 

to take some awkwardly bad shots' to (drive) the quarry into 

a second shooting' by other assassins. ... 'Few sharpshooters, 
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much less Oswald, could hit a moving target taking shots as 

rapidly as Oswald supposedly did.' He asked McCarthy, 'Can 

it be done?' McCarthy responded, 'I can't. I'm the best shot 

I know. I can't do that.' Failure Analysis concluded, 'Thirty 

years later, no one, not even Failure Analysis, is ready to say 

conclusively who killed President Kennedy.' Case Open.'•  

So, even the people who did the study Posner uses as his 

ow0 say of it the exact opposite of what Posner says. He 

says it proves that Oswald was a lone assassin. The Failure 

Analysis chief executive office says the assassihation was the 

end product of a conspiracy. Posner says the shooting attributed 

to Oswald by Failure Analysis and by Posner was easy. Failure 

Analysis says-the opposite- it cannot be done. 

(Parenthetically, ought we not consider the consequences 

of the misuse of this modern technology in trials? Can it not 

be used to make the innocent guilty? Is it not so costly that 

its use by those who can afford it, especially the.proseCutionl  

unbalances justice against the poor and the weak? Can a judge 

or jury perceive it to be wrong when .in fact it is wrong if 

the other side is without the very costly means of proving it 

to be wrong with similar advanced technology? Can there be justice 

for those who cannot afford counsel and are represented by 

public, defenders when the prosecution can resort to these new 

technologies? Do they not endanger justice?) 

Part of the official evidence that Posner ignores, and it 

was cited in my 1965 book that he has is .that the very best 

shots in the entire country, under better conditions by far, 

including still rather than moving targets and from half the 
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elevation, with that junky rifle Qverhauled and its sight that 

did not work corrected, all failed to duplicate tie shooting 

attributed to Oswald. As Posner also knew from that same book, 

the Marine Cogs' official statement on Oswald's rifle 

capabilities is that he was a "rather poor" shot. 

My source? Those 26 volumes of the Commission, those 

Posner studied # so closely and even indexed- he says! 

Washington Post reporter Jeffrey A., Frank wrote the most 

perceptive of the reviews I've seen for that paper's October 31, 

1993 Book Week section. Posner/e being perfect and always 

accurate, according to Posner, reflects this in his reply ' 

printed in thi. section's December 12 issue. 	The Post 

actually gave. him almost half a page. Posner's other criticisms 

of Frank's review are not worthy of mention but one in 

particular exemplifies the skilled shyster in Posner and his 

deviousness. Indeed, his daring, because ht; was inviting 

clobbering: 

"The insinuation that I claimed 414 that the FAA log 

ti 

enhancements were commissioned for the book is false. In the 

book, the citations to Dr. Robert Piziali's [of FAA] testimony 

refer to the 1992 ABA mock trial, which is a matter of public 

record." 

There is no mention of the ABA in Posner's book, none to its  

or any other mock trial, none to any test "testimony' by Piziali.  

That there was that mock trial was " a matter of public 

record" but that is immaterial to Frank's, accurate statement 

that Posner did use FaAA'a work as his own, whichA withoxit any 

question at all he did and he designed his writing on each and 
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/1‘  

10  
every occasion ay that to the reader. 

Confronted with his truth, face to face on one of those CNN 

"Crossfire" shows by the eminent forensic pathologist, Dr. 

Cyril Wecht, instead of responding Posner fi;st launched 

into an4 attack on Wecht, his usual p-ae#iee method fot avoiding 

responses he cannot make, and when just about all the available 

time was used up that way he added that Wecht had "distorted" 

the truths 

Posner has never admitted the disgustingly obvious truth- 

he stole FAA's work in presenting 'it as done for him, as most 

readers and most of the media understood. 

There are other lies, not just the most designedly 

deliberate of.them in Posner's letter to the Post, including even 

with regard to this one. 

There is not mere "insinuation" in Frank's review and 

contrary to Posner's letter, it was not by Frank. Here,is- what 

he actually wrote; 

"Posner A,  uses computer-enhanced material developed by , 

the San Francisc9 f& firm Failure Analysis Associates. Yet 

Rqyer McCarthy, the firms CEO, has since expressed outrage 

over what he calls a 'fundamental misrepresentation' of the 

data- including an implication that the work was commissioned 

by Posner." 

Which is precisely what the Philadelphia Inquirer said in 

the editorial quoted above and so many others, like Sirica, 

reflected believing. 

The chief executive officer of FAA does more than, if 
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44- 	- 

politely, refer to Posner as 
a thief. He says also t

4/
bit with 

regard to the fact of the assa
ssination, what Posner referre

d 

A 
to as the "incontrovertible" t

ruth, Posner's is "aufundament
al 

misrepresentation' of the /da
ta," of FAA's work for that m

ock 

trial. 

The totality of Posner's and o
f his book's dishohebty is 

impossible to exaggerate, it i
s that permeating, deliberatel

y, 

fully knowingly on his part. di
shonest. 

Posner was so effctive in "im
plying" that the work "was 

commissioned by him," as McCa
rthy said understated, that e

ven 

U.S. News and World Report ass
erted a copyright for Posner o

n 

FAA's work, as in g fact Posner does in his boo
k! 

Posner's uses of FAA's graphic
s are even noted as 

copyRiglikel y Posner himself 
on page 88 of that special Pos

ner 

U.S. News edition! 

Even the title of his book is 
a lie.- Ae knew it is a 

lie. And, he admits it! 

He admitted this on at least t
wo different occasions. 

•1/4 

On the first, three friends o
f mine reported it to me. One

 

of them had As- raised the question 
with him at a public 

gathering, does he really beli
eve the case is closed. All th

ree 

give consistent accounts,of his response. One of the
m says 

0 what is almost exactly what
 the others say but he tells 

me 

that Posner began his answer w
ith precisely these words, 

"Of course the case is not c
losed."-sue explained that h

is 

purpose was to direct attentio
n back to Oswald. As though fo

r 

30 years it has not been on hi
m: 

in, 
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After Posner appeared on Fox TV Morning News with my 

friend and FOIA lawyer Jim Lesar, according to Jim's letter to 

me, "After the end of thejshow he took me aside and tol' me, 

'Look, 4L know the case is not 4Pclosed.' He said, in essence, 

that the title was intended to beh'provocative." Jim also said 

that "After the Fox show I appeared with Posner on an Irish 

talk show by telephone. ... During the course of the show I 

noted that Posner had told me that he knew the•case wasllot 

closed. Posner did not dispute My statement." 

There is another aspect of the character of this man 

vir4ally all the media just raved about- what kind of person 

is he other than as he reflects in his book and appearance? As 

he reflects unseen by the media. 

He and his wife Trisha were here for three days dig 

during which they haeunrestricted and unsupervised access to 

all I have. This includes about a quarter of a million pages 

of previously withheld official JFK assassination records, 

mostly the FBI's, that I obtained by a dozen Freedom of 
ti 

Information Act lawsuits. Some of these suits were precedental 

in several ways. One led to the 1974 ammending of the 

investigatory files exemption to open CIA, FBI and similar 

agency files to FOIA access. All those files are in our basement. 

Medical and physical limitations restrict my use of the stairs 

but I took the Posners there, and showed them how those files 

are arranged and is identified.- As he wrote, I "alloyed 

him 	"full run" of all. As he does not say, this included 

unsupervised use of our copier, on which his wife made, as his 

Aw book does not report, by her count, 724 copies. Those he 



used appear in his notes as the result of his work. This is 

identifiable to me and not to most others because this "model 
frrtvot 

of historical'esetwe ' remains to a large degree prof4;Undly 

ignorant of the subject, so ignorant he lacks any knowledge at 

all of the FBI's filing and its file numbers. Knowing nothing 

about them but the numbers on the documents, he cited them by 

those numbers only. And not krn knowing what the numbers mean, 

where theywax were indistinct he got them wrong. By the time 

he was finished he was4still ignorant of the k numbers of an 

FBI main assassination-file and he got even that wrong. 

Ludicrously waFlg. 
,41-41441441fr-  V This X great "model of historical reeeatch"was MaZen  

indeed! 

This is also how he handled the greater volume of records 

he /r got from my friend Jim Lesar and the Assassination 

Archives and Research Center, which he heads, using those 

records also as the result of his own great labor. 

He says he "found" my "attitude toward the''sharing of 

information refreshing" and said "I thank him for his generosity 

in the use of his papers and his time." (page 504) 

How Posner expressed his tabks "thanks" at the dozen 

points indexed to me in his book is his own characterization 

I 
of himself, as a writer and as a man. 

As he said of us, at the same point in his Acknowledgements, 

"he and his wife, Lil, graciously received bith me and my wife, 

Trisha, at their home for several days." 

How dines a decent man and a decent writer express thanks 

and appreciation far to an enfeebled and ill 4 octogenarian 

who gives him free the result of decades of productive, q work 

26 

ti 



and asks nothing for it, who "graciously received" him 
and his 

wife and in addition gave them all the time they wanted
, how „A 

does he express "thanks" for such "generosity"? 

By doing all he can to ruin the old man.'s reputation an
d 

trying to destroy the credibility of his work, naturall
y'. For 

Posner at least naturally. 

By distortion and misrepresentation of events sam earli
er 

in-E-i-that man's life when they have no relevance to hi
s book 

in any event. 

In all that time he had his "full run" he could have 

learned the truth if he had wanted truth for his bOok i
n which 

for the most part truth is an unwelcome stranger in any
 event. 

akla 
He phoned me and he wrote me, but never checked on the 

slurs in hiS book without any source given. 

He acknowledged
)Y  

taking my time for other reasons but not 

for something like this, what he writes about me and my
 work? 

In his dozen references to me he 48 does have two, onl
y two, 

criticisms of my six books cbn the JFK assassination tha
t he has. 

One is entirely irrelevant, but when he could not.find 
fault 

with my books, he was forced to irrelevancy because he 
is a ti 

.14 
very small man who imagines he enlarges himself by atta

cking 

others. He thinks that makes them smaller and him larg
er. 

His other supposedly factual pOs criticism is a confessi
on 

of his own ignorance andtarelessneshis apparent de
pendence 

upon sources of well-established undependability. He g
ot 

himself lost in the City of New Orleans and, for all h
is 

derring-do "personal" investigation there he could not 
even get 

an address on a main street right. And based on only w
hat one 

is his nuts he prptes as sources told him, criticized m
y 

correct location of a street addressuas incorrect. He'
would 

27 
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have known what is correct if he had been there or had at the 

library used either the city directory or the phone book. 

Referring to some of his. pmil prized sources in those so 

often boasted of 200 interviews as mere "n -s" is a kindness to 

some of them. 

One of them, Hubert Badeaux, published a book, The 

Underworld of Sex in 1959. Its subtitle is "A Documented 

Account of ORGANIZED SEXUAL DEGENERACY." (fol lit) From his 

position on the most extreme reaches of the irrational far 

right he wrote about nudism, equating it with Communism. 

His wisdom, sophistication and political understanding 

is such that in eed sending a fine elderly lady of, one of New 

Orleans' socially more prominent and wealthier families a 

copy of his book that is so -ugly he used plain paper for its dust 

jacket, a book that includes all those ugly pictures of naked 

men and women taken by the sheriff face on, he also sent her some 

1936 literature accusing thelatee respebted conservative 
ei  

Democrat from that state, HalX Boggs, of being a Communist1_, 

That finewon,i-e —Woman gave me this ugly and ignorant book 

endorsed to her and that literature. Mine, unlike Posnei's, is 

a good source. 

One of Posner's other prime sources in New Orleans, a 

Cuban refugee, is Carlos Bringuier. Posner thanks him for 

"clarifying" so much for him. (page 502) If when he was working 

in the file cabinet in which I have my Bringuier file he would 

have seen the FBI's records in which Bringuier sought protection 

for himself and his family froin the FBI because he feared they 

would be killed by the surviving conspirators iniWWhat Pos'ner 

says what not a conspiracy. Why did Bringuier fear, why did, he 

and his family require the FBI's protection? Because he and 
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This and tilis alone in Bringuier's "oiarification" made him an assassin's target. 

4 



The actuality, as again the most cursory inquiry diLclosed, is that Posner used those 

some 200 alleged interviews solely for the purpose of avpiding the existing official 
• 

ebidence that disproved the phony case he contrived for his successful bid for fame and 
la 

fortune. There is nothing, nob a simgleMingrelating in any way to the assassination, 

that Posner reports from his interviews. 

One oC the illistrations I use in Case,9mn of the crudeness of Posner's dishonesty 

through his supposed interviews reolates to the little—remembered third man injured during 

the assassination shooting. James Thomas Tague received a slight wound to the face from 

the spray of concrete from a shot that missed. Jim, who became my friend, was a wit-

nese before the Warren Commiesion. In several ways his sworn Commission testimony. destroys 
-.■••■•• 

Posner's concoction. One is his explicit "testimony that it was not the first shot that 

missed and caused his slight injury. Another is his certainty that shofs came front the 

Grassy Knoll When those shots could not have been fired by Oswald and that alone indicated 

there was the conspiracy Posner sass there had not been. Posner gives an entirely 

different account in which he ignores this testimosy.attripu tes it to his interviews 

of Tague on January 19 and 20, 1992. fah "4,675-6-)  

Prompted by my friend Dr. Gary Agulllar, who'd phoned him at my suggestion, Jim 

phoned me Monday afternoon, Flay 2, 1994. 

"I nor spoke to Posner," he told me. 

"He says he intterviewed you two daze I responded. 

"lie never interviewed me. Period." Jim said. 

Seeking to promote himself and his book Posner appeared before a hearing of the 

Hosue of Representatives oversight committee on November 17, 1993. He then testified that 

one of the pathologists at the JFK autopsy, Dr. J. Thgmton Boswell, another of his 

supposed interviewees, had changed his mind about where the fatal wound struck JFK., 

Boswell denied to a friend of mine who requests anonymity that he had either changed 

his mind or been interviewed by Posner. And my friend and former POIA lawsuit lawyer 

Jim l'esar, notified that committee on April 26, 1994 that Posner had not interviewed 

Boswell and that Boswell had not changed his mind about the point of impact on JEK's head. 
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Oswd had been arrested by the New Orleans police when 

Bringuier and two of his like-minded refugees broke'up an 
7- 4741 

Oswald distribution of literature.I If this was not enough of 

4! 	• 
what the FBI files reflect about how a prime source of such 

fine "clarifivation";;;74;1171;Bringuier is for him, Posner 

would also have found that Bringuier went to the FBI with 

pictures he had taken of me standing near the customs house 

looking at a bar in which Oswald was said to have onstaged a 

spectacular drunk. The FBI must have those pictures, Bringuier 

insisted. So, it has.them on file. 

Understanding f how Posner could not get even an address 

on a main street correct is understandable when it,is apparent 

he was not there himself to read the numbers on the buildings and 

depended on such sources. lie J cii? 1 Iva i 4 L  - 44'7-  . / dw4or-1,  ot: w , 

And this is his one pretendedly factual criticism of all 

my six books, thet thers being misrepresentations contrived to 

	

5 	.. 	

' 

defame me for my--  ',openness," my "generosity" and fOr 
■ NI ),:' et he .o -liv  

	

0 	 , Ir 

"graciously receiving" him and his wife or several days.9jvile vila" 

2 q 5  '1 ,---__. ■ -"e" 	04 	. 
In this examination ad of•-,A(Man andbook that are the 

apotheosis of disdnesty of intent and execution I have limited 

myself to,overt literary thievery\qa"'one of his more flagrant 

and basic lies because it was so easy for the media to learn and 

report them, if not by the simplist of'obvious checking, from 

those who did have the knowledge. Instead of treating Posner 

and his boo as competent reporters, reviewers and producers 

4  customaril do, 	at *eab-least the; simplest checking, all fell 

all over themselves in making a hero of him and in spreading his 

corrupt and dishonest book throughout the world, to deceive and 

mislead and to confuse even more people about the most subversive 

of crimes inla society like ours, the assassination of a 
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President. 

Is it mere coincidence that this has the effect of covering 

the media for its own failureS at th4ime of that tragic great 

subversion and ever since then? The media tgenew7,. never 

conduc.ted any real inquiry of its own, accepted without 

Wuestion the obviously unacceptable, incredible official 

"solution" and then and since then has sought to conving 

the people that what cannot be accepted is true and should be 

accepted. 

Of all the hundreds of reporters, reviewers and producers 

involved in what was the glorifiCation of a liar, a shyster ,A 

and a literary - thief, almost none thought to do the most elemental 

of normal checking in the interest of 	their own professional 

reputations or the reputatiohs of their media employers: 

When Fria Posner and'his publisher said that -.his account 

of Oswald as the born-to-be assassin is so basic, not one thought 

to check what Posner said Hartogs said to see if he had that 

correctly? Not one thought to look Hartogs up in. their 

AorgueS\ of clippings? 

Not one remembered that bar assoma association "mock trial" 

also reflected in their morgues? Or saw it on the cable court 

channel, where Posner learned about it? 

Not one of those who covered that "mock trial" or saw it 

on the cable ehannek court channel thought of 'e writing a 

story after reading etor learning about Posner's cribbing of 

it and pasing it off as work he "commissioned"? 

Not one asked Fesmer thosd of us vilified by Posner to 

comment on what he wrote? 

Not one thought to consult Meagher's book on reading Posner's 

utterly dishonest, untrue and unfactual attack on her and the 
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quoted part of her book when doing what would have exposed Posner 

as the liar who so totally misrepresented the sworn Hartogs 

testimony, that being the firSt requirement of his media- 
a 	 * 

created r tp to fame and wealth? 

Not one asked his publisher to see a peer review, the norm 

in publishing controversial supposed nonfiction, which. would 

have disclosed that Random House had none? Not a legitimate one 

in any event. 

Especially when the exceptional importance of a Presidential 

assassination and its.official investigations are considered, in 

the entire country, not a single.person in any of the major media 
••••■■••••••■• 

thought to do hw what is normal, make at least a perfunctory 

check before going ape over what is clearly the most dishonest 

of all the many books on the- subjects 

Instead they glorified two frauds, Posner and his 

knowingly mistitled book. 

What is the stata state of our society'and of our media, the 

proper functioning of which is so fundamental to. the 

our society to work as it is intended to work, based on an informed 

electorate, e when so vital a subject as what has the effect of 

a coup d'etat the media so thoroughly abandons its responsinilities? 

Particularly with all the serious problems our country 

faces and for some years has faced, what is the state of our 

nation when the indispensible media has so toatlly failed itself 

and the rest of us? 

Does not its virtually total glorification of Posner and his 

book tell us? 

Perhaps a bit de trop, but I think not in adding a little 
c/ er4I tit,/ 

perCeption to this self-answering question is what to the best 

of my knowledge was greeted with total silence by this same 



major media, a "Commentary", the heading on a column in the 

December 20, 1993 New York Observer by Nicholas von Hoffman. 

That was shortly after the 30th anniversary of that 

assassination. `  

'',Kennedy owes as much to his killer as to his father and 

Hoffman his father's money,"4Hoffman wrote. "Without Lee Harvey 

Oswald, J.F.K. would just be another nondescript one-term 

President." 

When tfis this indulgence of irrational hatred on such an 

occasion, worse beca'se it is also so false, is 'gt greeted by 

monolithic silence from the major media, and we are not in dire 

straits? 

• 

••- 

r • 



After writing this I was told by two sources that Posner had asked for and gotten 

help from Harrison Edward Livingstone for what he was adding to the paperback reprint 

of his boogt-for an attack on me over my gkaaS44mingstone is the author of the 

aptly e:e4f:Aesorie self-descriptive killing the Truth.It's subtitle, Deceit and  

Decee,tion in the JAC Cesevalso describes Livingstone and his book perfectly.) Knowing 

that Anchor Books, a Doubl -day subsidiary had contracted the paperback I wrote 

Doubleday suggesting that it be aware of Livingstone's notorious inaccuracies and 

those by Posner. Doubleday referred my letter to Random /louse. That was after Cam, 

IOW 2oen was published, after I'd learned from insie lipindom Rouse that its 

vice president and executive editor', Bob &mist  who shared Posner's 
60,0,);_s 

dedication with his life, was seen roaming Random House's office clutching a copy 

of Case Open  and muttering they had to finii some way of suing me. 

It was not Loomis who answered me. It was Lesley Oelsner, their associate general 

counsel. She said that what I'd said about Posner is "utterly without basis in fact of 

law."After questioning my motives she evaded the response neither she nor Posner could 

make to my accurate and factual criticisms of him and of his nook by saying, "It is 

clear that no purpose would be served in listing the many errors in your letter, and.-we 

decline to do so." To this she added that what rid-said of Posner does not "warrant 

response." 

In my reply I wrote her, "Using Random House's own definitions of the words, I 

referred to him (Posner) as a shyster, a plagiarist, a liar who cannot tell the truth 

even by accident,...and as a literary whore. This you tell me, does not 'warrant 

response', end you expect that to be believed by me or by anyone else?" 

I heard nothing firther from her,.6om Random House, or from Posner, to whom in my 
•• 

letter to her .I also referred as a "Judenrat." 

What I said is, if not true, Libel, indefensible libel. 

In writing me after this exchange about another matter Livingstone boasted of 

undescribed help he gave to Random House's lawyers and of their expression of apprec-. 

37
2  



iation of it. I wrote him and ask &f it true that he had helped Posner prepare 

further attacks on me in his reprint. Given the opportunity to deny it, Livingstone 

did not answer. 

Posnev's reprint does have brief Author's Nate NOte„ 	is of slightly more than 

three pages. Im response to my referring to him as a shyster, a thief, a liar who cannot 

tell the truth even by accident and as a Judenrat, among other uncomplimentary things, 

all he can do is prove how accurate I was. In a single sentence he dm described Case.  

Open  as " a broaddde attack attempting to diminish the impact of my work," a rather 

large understatement, and that with Case Open I had "found" my "first publisher." 

Posner has and quojed from one of my first books that first appeared with a 
Lvu 	,art was the fifth. Two were published abroad, 'rif 

commercial publisher's imprint,--1. 	 one in England, the other in Italy. 

Posner hiani quoted from one of my three first published under a commercial imporint 

in this country. Counting commercial reprints of what ipublished, of which Wks 

Posner was well aware, Case 	was was my 12th oii7commercial publication. 

In this what Posner proved is that in writing that he cannot tell the truth even 

by accident I understated. He is deliberate in his lying. He does not lie by accident. 

He lies intending to lie. 

And he was entirely unable to respond to a single one of the many severe criticisms 

I made of him and of his book. Criticisms that if not true ate are libellous. 

In this it is obvious that he gave his personal endorsement to the strict accuracy 

of my extraordinarily harsh criticisms of him and of his book. 
perfect 

Because my purpose in writing that book was to 	the record for our history, 

his being the mpst hea'ily advertised, promoted and simply raved about assassination 

commercialization and exploitation, his personal validation of all I said does help 

perfect the\scord for history. 

Thank you, Gerald Posner. Gerald Posner who boasts of having been "a Wall Street 

lawyer" when he then never took a case to court. 
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